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Abstract: The evacuation of the cruise ship is directly related to the safety of passengers during
accidents. The method for avoiding and reducing casualties in accidents has become a research
frontier of maritime safety. This paper presents the simulation of a passenger evacuation process
using a multi-grid model. In the model, directions of passengers’ movement are extended and the
relationship between passengers’ orientation and the walking speed under the inclining condition is
also analyzed in detail. Considering the space layout, the attraction of the mainstream crowd and
exclusion between individuals, the probability of passengers’ transfer between grids is established.
The deck of the cruise ship is taken as the evacuation scenario and four parameters are defined
for the scenario according to International Maritime Organization (IMO) guidelines. The process
of evacuation in the cruise ship is simulated under upright and inclining conditions. Through the
analysis of simulation results, evacuation bottleneck data and the relation between inclined angles
and evacuation time are obtained. This work may provide a reference for formulating emergency
evacuation plans for cruise ships.

Keywords: cruise ships; multi-grid model; evacuation simulation; upright condition; inclining condition;
evacuation bottleneck

1. Introduction

As a popular tourism industry, cruise vacations attract a large number of tourists [1]. Cruises are
not only public places that gather large crowds, but also structures on the sea. Therefore, the process of
passenger evacuation should be specially considered when the ship is damaged, tilted, or even sunk.

In response to this situation, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) Maritime Safety
Committee (MSC) issued the “Guidelines for Evacuation Analysis for New and Existing Passenger
Ships”. The IMO Guidelines made relevant rules on the evacuation simulation scenarios for passenger
ships. The scenario parameters are grouped into four categories, as follows: Geometrical, population,
environmental, and procedural [2]. The geometrical category comprises the arrangement of escape
routes, the locations of obstacles, partial unavailability, and initial distribution conditions of passengers.
The population category includes statistical parameters of passengers. The environmental category
contains the static and dynamic conditions of the ship. Finally, the procedural category involves the
assistance from the crews.

In order to obtain useful information affecting the evacuation of ships, many researchers gathered
data by investigating or experimenting with the accidents of various passenger ships. Vanem et al. [3–5]
collected historical data of passenger ship accidents involving fire, collision, and grounding. The results
show that collisions may be riskier than fire, because collisions lead to short evacuation times
compared to fire. Pagiaziti et al. [6] collected data from three types of accidents of passenger ships,
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involving collision, grounding, and contact, from the period from 1990 to 2012, and constructed several
quantitative analysis models for different risks. Galea et al. [7–9] proposed the index of evacuation
simulation based on evacuation experimental data from two cruise ships and compared dates with
results of evacuation simulation by EVI [10] and maritimeEXODUS [11] software. Gwynne et al. [12]
organized an evacuation experiment on a small passenger ship to conclude the regularity of passengers’
motion. Elnabawybahriz et al. [13] considered the Costa Concordia accident as the object and introduced
the process of the accident. By analyzing other maritime accidents, they described a series of procedural
problems existing in the current evacuation plans. Kim et al. [14] carried out the pedestrian walking
experiment under the inclining condition of the ship. The results were applied to the study of pedestrian
evacuation during tilting and sinking conditions on the ship.

Due to the high cost of performing ship experiments, many researchers studied ship evacuations
by simulation. Ha et al. [15] considered the interplay between passengers and established an evacuation
model of passengers in a rolling ship by using a cellular automaton. Yuan et al. [16] presented a
simulation method based on a neighborhood particle swarm optimization algorithm, wherein they
mainly focused on solving the conflict problem of the ship’s staff in the model. Nevalainen et al. [17]
studied from three situations which contained a human response to environmental stimuli in accidents,
way finding under an emergency and social environment, and panic, and investigated the human
environment interaction during evacuation. Zhu et al. [18] put forward an accessibility evaluation
model based on a data envelopment analysis. They applied the model to two ships and evaluated
the passenger evacuation capacity. Balakhontceva et al. [19–21] applied the multi-agent model and
the social force model to the ship evacuation simulation. They developed a program to simulate the
passengers’ movement on deck and tested the simulation process of the passenger evacuation based
on a cloud platform. Li et al. [22] established the topological model of evacuation routes and indicated
that the optimal evacuation route could be proposed for each passenger with a Dijkstra algorithm.
Park et al. [23] established an evacuation model of two ships based on SIMPEV [24] software and
performed experiments on the two ships. By comparing the simulation results with the experimental
data, it was found that the SIMPEV software met the acceptance criteria of the data. Ginnis et al. [25]
applied the “Virtual Environment for Life on Ships” system to the three-dimensional visualization
model of the ship evacuation simulation and tested the system in a rolling passenger ship. Kim et al. [26]
defined the attributes and behaviors of evacuated individuals based on the PECS model [27]. The PECS
was a model used to simulate human action in a social environment. This model was consisted of
physical conditions, emotional state, cognitive capabilities, and social status. They considered the
individual behavior model and the evacuation model separately and defined each individual as an
agent with thinking ability. Liu et al. [28] simulated the evacuation process of an aircraft carrier with
EXODUS [11] software, and obtained the relationship between exit width and escape time from the
simulation results. Ni et al. [29–31] proposed an agent-based social force model and the interaction
between passengers and obstacles was taken into account. Moreover, the influence of life jackets
on passengers’ mobility was also added into the model and they simulated the evacuation process
of passengers in different scenarios. Sarvari et al. [32] developed a flexible-board grid-based model,
where one node could include more than one pedestrian in the meanwhile. They simulated several
scenarios with the model and, from the simulation results, found pedestrian characteristics had the
greatest impact on evacuation. The layout of evacuation scenario has an impact on the moving route
of passengers and thus affects the evacuation efficiency. However, the above studies are mainly related
to rules of pedestrian evacuation.

This paper adopts a multi-grid model to simulate the evacuation process of cruise ships. In this
model, we consider the relationship between the passengers’ orientation and the walking speed
when the cruise ship under inclining condition as an important factor. Additionally, we analyze
the simulation result to find out the evacuation bottleneck and the influence of inclined angles on
evacuation time. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the parameters of the
evacuation scenario based on the IMO Guidelines. The multi-grid evacuation model of the cruise ship
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is established in the Section 3. In Section 4, evacuation simulation experiments are carried out and
results are analyzed based on the layout of the scenario. The last section presents the conclusions.

2. The Evacuation Scenario

Passengers’ activity areas are mainly on the deck, so one deck of the cruise ship was selected as
the evacuation scenario and four parameters of the scenario were set according to the IMO Guidelines.

2.1. Geometrical Category

The deck is divided into six areas (D1–D6) according to locations of fire doors, as shown in
Figure 1. There are 247 cabins on the deck and a total of 494 passengers with two passengers per cabin.
The stern stairs are distributed on portside and starboard and the remaining six stairs are distributed
near the centerline of the deck.
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The typical sizes of the deck are shown in Figure 2. The cabin width is 2800 mm, the door width is
600 mm, the corridor width is 1200 mm, and the width of the stair entrance is 1000 mm.
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Figure 2. Typical size on the deck.

2.2. Population Category

Two important factors, the gender and age of passengers, are directly related to the walking speed
of passengers and should be considered in an evacuation model. In the IMO Guidelines, passengers are
divided into ten categories, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The percentage and average walking speed of passengers

Passengers Percentage of
Passengers (%)

Average Walking Speed on
Flat Terrain (m/s)

Females younger than 30 years 7 1.24
Females 30–50 years old 7 0.95

Females older than 50 years 16 0.75
Females older than 50, mobility impaired (1) 10 0.57
Females older than 50, mobility impaired (2) 10 0.49

Males younger than 30 years 7 1.48
Males 30–50 years old 7 1.30

Males older than 50 years 16 1.12
Males older than 50, mobility impaired (1) 10 0.85
Males older than 50, mobility impaired (2) 10 0.73

2.3. Environmental Category

The static condition of ship refers to the upright condition, and the dynamic condition includes the
condition of inclination, rolling, etc. This paper mainly studies the passenger evacuation process when
the ship is under upright and inclining conditions. The inclining condition contains trim and heeling.

Trim is the difference between the draught forward and the draught aft. If the draught forward is
greater than the draught aft it is called trim by bow. If the draught aft is greater, it is called trim by
stern. Trim is also stated as trim angles, θ, and angles of trim by the bow are positive while angles
of trim by the stern are negative. Figure 3a shows the ship under the condition of trim by the bow,
where the trim angle is positive. Heeling is defined as when the ship lists to port or starboard and
heeling angles are symbolized by φ. If the ship lists to port, heeling angles are negative. If the ship lists
to starboard, heeling angles are positive. Figure 3b shows the ship listing to starboard and the heeling
angle is positive. If the ship is under the upright condition, the trim and heeling angles are equal to 0.
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Table 1 shows the average walking speed of passengers on flat terrain. If the cruise ship is under
the inclining condition, the ground would change from the flat terrain to the tilted terrain and the
walking speed of passengers would also change. Bles et al. [33] made an experiment on the walking
speed of passengers in the passage and stair area and the results showed that the walking speed of
passengers decreased as long as the ship was under the inclining condition. Lee et al. [34] carried out
an experiment on the walking speed of people in static and dynamic conditions on a passenger ship.
The experimental subject included individual movement and group movement and the results showed
that the walking speed of pedestrians decreases by 10–20% when the ship was under the dynamic
condition. Sun et al. [35] designed a ship corridor simulator and created an experiment to study the
change of walking speeds of passengers under trim or heeling conditions. Koss et al. [36] took the
gender and age differences of pedestrians as experimental objects and collected the walking speeds in
the corridor and stair area of the ship. The results showed that pedestrian walking speeds decreased
when the ship was under the inclining condition.
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In a report submitted to IMO, a German research institute proposed the speed reduction formula
of persons [37]. The speed reduction, rtran, in the laterally tilted passage is defined as Equation (1) and
the speed reduction,rlong, in the longitudinally tilted passage is defined as Equation (2).

rtran =


−0.0067φ+ 1 : 0

◦

≤ φ < 15
◦

−0.0425φ+ 1.5375 : 15
◦

≤ φ < 35
◦

0.05 : 35
◦

≤ φ ≤ 45
◦

0 : 45
◦

≤ φ

. (1)

As shown in Equation (1), the walking speed decreases gradually as the slope angle increases.
When the slope angle is greater than or equal to 45◦, the motion is assumed to stop.

rlong =



0 : φ < −45
◦

0.05 : − 45
◦

≤ φ < −30
◦

0.085φ+ 2.6 : − 30
◦

≤ φ < −20
◦

0.005φ+ 1 : − 20
◦

≤ φ < 0
◦

−0.015φ+ 1 : 0
◦

≤ φ < 20
◦

−0.07 f + 2.1 : 20
◦

≤ φ < 30
◦

0 : 30
◦

≤ φ

, (2)

As shown in Equation (2), when the slope angle is less than 0, it means that persons walk in
a downhill passage. When the slope angle is greater than 0◦, it indicates that persons walk in an
uphill passage. The walking speed decreases gradually as the absolute value of slope angles increases.
As can be seen from the above, the walking speed will be decreased when the ship is under the
inclining condition.

2.4. Procedural Category

The procedural category represents assistance by crews in the event of an accident. This paper
mainly studies the spontaneous behavior of passengers in the process of evacuation, while assistance
from crews was not considered.

3. Modeling of Multi-Grid in a Cruise Ship

In recent years, many models have been applied by researchers in pedestrian evacuation
simulations, such as the cellular automata model [38,39], the lattice gas model [40], the social
force model [41,42], the fluid mechanics model [43,44], the multi-granularity 2-tuple QFD (quality
function deployment) model [45], the magnetic model [46], the centrifugal force model [47], and the
agent-based model [48].

The cellular automata model is most widely used in evacuation simulation [49–51], compared to
other models. In the cellular automata model, the space is divided according to a fixed grid size.
The grid size is determined by the shoulder width of a human body, the sized of which is usually
500 mm × 500 mm. One person occupies one grid and walls or obstacles occupy one or more grids.
The typical neighborhood range of the cellular automata is the Moore neighborhood, as shown in
Figure 4. The blue area is the grid occupied by a person and this person can judge the status of grids in
eight directions and determine the target grid in order to move to the next step.
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However, the cellular automata model has some shortcomings. If walls or obstacles cannot be
divided by the gird size, the remainder would usually be rounded off, which would cause errors.
The multi-grid model [52] is a kind of refined grid model. In this model, pedestrians occupy more
than one grid and can move one or several grids with each step. Moreover, pedestrians can also move
towards eight directions, which is the same as in Figure 4. The evacuation model of the cruise ship is
established based on the multi-grid model in this paper. According to the standard adult body size
data [53], the horizontal size of the human body is about 500 mm × 300 mm. Since the projection of
the human body is an elliptic [54], each passenger occupies fifteen grids if the grid size is defined as
100 mm × 100 mm, as shown in Figure 5. Moreover, the typical sizes in Figure 2 could also be exactly
divisible by the grid size, from which more accurate models can be established.
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3.1. The Passenger Moving Rules of the Multi-Grid Model

3.1.1. The Moving Range

In order to make the model closer to reality, the walking direction of passengers is defined in the
model, as shown in Figure 6. The arc bulge is the passenger’s line of sight, which is defined as the
orientation of passengers, and each passenger has four orientations.
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Figure 6. The orientation of passengers.

As shown in Figure 7, the red part is the centroid of passengers. The length along the orientation
between centroids is the distance of the passenger moves. In the Figure 7a, the distance the passenger
moves is five grids. The moving directions of the multi-grid model [55] are extended and passengers
can move towards any free grids in front of them. When there is an obstacle in front of the passenger,
the passenger will choose free places to move. According to the choice of the passenger, there will
be different angles between the orientation and tracks, as shown in Figure 7a,b. Since angles are not
confined to 45 degrees, the directions of passenger movement are more diversified, which is more in
line with the actual situation.
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In the multi-grid model, passengers can move one or more grids in one step. It is assumed that
the maximum movement range of passengers is five grids at each step and passengers can actually
move one to five grids in one step, as shown in Figure 8a. The range of the neighborhood is the grid
range that passengers can choose to move at each step. This can be expressed as the shaded part, as in
Figure 8b. It can be seen that the range of the neighborhood can be determined by the walking speed
and defined as follows:

Ns = (Vs + 1) × (2×Vs + 1), (3)

where Ns is the range of neighborhood and Vs is the maximum number of grids that the passenger can
move in one step.

Since the size of the grid is 100 mm × 100 mm, the walking speeds in Table 1 could not be all
exactly divisible by the side length of the grid. In order to solve this problem, the method of probability
walking was adopted [56]. It is supposed that the model state is updated every 0.1 s. If the walking
speed is 1.3 m/s, the passenger will move one grid with a probability of 0.7 and two grids with a
probability of 0.3 at each step. If the walking speed is 1.5 m/s, the passenger will move two grids with
a probability of 0.5 and one grid with a probability of 0.5 at each step, and so on. The update frequency
of the model in this paper is 0.5 s and the state update frequency of the passenger in the model is also
0.5 s.
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3.1.2. The Turning Rules

Passengers need to change their walking direction by making a turn. Figure 9a shows the process
of turning right and the process of turning left is shown in Figure 9b. Compared with the process of
turning left and right, there is an additional process in the process of turning back. The passenger can
choose to turn left or right firstly, and then this passenger may make a turn to complete the process.
Figure 9c shows the process of turning back by turning left firstly. As the orientation of the passenger
changes during the course of turning, the grids occupied by the passenger will also change. It is
necessary to ensure that these grids are empty before turning and the shaded part in Figure 9 should
not be occupied by obstacles or other passengers.
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3.1.3. The Anti-Collision Rule

At some exits, passengers will step back to avoid collision with other passengers, as shown in
Figure 10. Three passengers will leave through the exit, two passengers face the exit, and one passenger
faces the wall. If three passengers are moving forward simultaneously, they will be stuck in the exit.
The model will be locked up and fall into an infinite loop. In order to avoid this situation, the passenger
who will make a turn should voluntarily wait or step back in the model. As shown in Figure 10,
the passenger on the right should wait or step back before two passengers on the left pass. Considering
the movement behavior of avoiding collision, the range of stepping back should be added into the
moving range. The range of neighborhood also should be modified and calculated as follows:

Ns = (2×VS + 1)2. (4)
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Figure 10. The behavior rule of passengers at the exit.

Passengers will move to neighborhood grids at each step and transferring target grids are
determined by the transferring probability of neighborhood grids. The passenger will move to the
grid where transferring probability is at the maximum. The calculation of transferring probability is
based on the status of passengers and neighboring grids. The status of grids is determined by the
attraction factor of grids, also known as the floor field. The floor field includes the static floor field
and the dynamic floor field. The static floor field is related to the evacuation space layout, while the
dynamic floor field is relevant to the influence between passengers.

3.2. The Static Floor Field

The static floor field is determined by the layout of the evacuation space and remains unchanged
during the whole process of evacuation. The closer the grid is to the exit, the greater the intensity of
the static floor field will be. It can be known from Section 2.1, that passengers will pass through the
cabin, corridor, and finally arrive the stair area during the evacuation. Each area that passengers pass
through can be defined as a layer evacuation space. For the multi-layer evacuation space, the distance
between the grid and the exit in each layer should be superposed. If the evacuation space has n layers
of evacuation space, n is bigger as long as the space is further away from the exit. The distance between
the grid and the final exit can be defined as follows:

Li = min
m

(

√
(Cx

i − exm
n )

2
+ (Cy

i − eym
n )

2
) +

n−1∑
j=1

( min
k

(

√
(exk

j − exk
j+1)

2
+ (eyk

j − eyk
j+1)

2
) ), (5)

where (Cx
i , Cy

i ) is the coordinate of the grid Ci, (e
xm
n , eym

n ) is the coordinate of the mth grid of exit of the
nth layer space, (exk

j , eyk
j ) is the coordinate of the kth grid of the jth layer space, and Li is the minimum

distance between the grid Ci and the final exit.
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In the static floor field, the attraction factor of the grid to the passenger can be defined as follows:

Fl
i =

Lmax − Li
Lmax

, (6)

where Fl
i is the attraction factor of the grid Ci in the static floor field and Lmax is the maximum value

of Li. The static floor field of the deck is shown in Figure 11. The area with the higher value of the
attraction factor is more attractive to passengers.
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3.3. The Dynamic Floor Field

The dynamic floor field is determined by the movement track and distribution of passengers in
evacuation spaces. It changes at each step and includes the attraction of the mainstream crowd and the
exclusivity of individuals around.

3.3.1. Attraction of Mainstream Crowd

When individuals are affected by the spirit of the crowd, they will mimic the behavior of others.
Similarly, passengers would be affected by the mainstream crowd in the process of evacuation and
move toward the path that the mainstream crowd have passed.

The radius of each individual’s influence is 5 m [57]. As shown in Figure 12, by extending the 5 m
zone around the centroid of passengers the influence range can be formed. In the evacuation space,
each passenger would spread influence to others and also be affected by other passengers at each step.
The influence range of each passenger generates a superposition effect in a certain area. The larger the
value of the superposition, the greater the influence of the grid and vice versa. The attraction of the
mainstream crowd can be defined as follows:

Fm
i =

∑
j∈Np

(

rm
2∑

r=rm
1

S(Px
j + rm, Py

j + rm)), (7)

and
S(Px

j + r, Py
j + r) = 1 Px

j + r = Cx
i , Py

j + r = Cy
i

S(Px
j + r, Py

j + r) = 0 Px
j + r , Cx

i , Py
j + r , Cy

i

(8)
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where
(
Px

j , Py
j ) is the centroid coordinate of the passenger j, rm is the influence radius of the passenger,

(rm
1 , rm

2 ) represents the scope of influence radius, (Cx
i , Cy

i ) is the coordinate of the gird Ci, Np is the set
of passengers, and Fm

i is the attraction factor made by mainstream crowd in the grid Ci.
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3.3.2. Exclusion Between Individuals

When individuals get close enough, the exclusion between individuals emerges because they try
to avoid contact with others.

As shown in Figure 13, the green passenger will make an exclusion effect in surrounding grids to
avoid to contact with blue passengers. Then, the exclusion factor between passengers can be defined
as follows:

Fr
i =


min
j∈Np

(

√
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i −Px
j )

2+(Cy
i −Py

j )
2

√
2·re )
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1
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i − Px
j

∣∣∣∣> re or
∣∣∣∣Cx

i − Px
j
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(9)

where Fr
i is the exclusion factor made by passengers in the grid Ci and re is the exclusion range of

the passenger. The exclusion range contains five layers of neighborhood around the centroid of
the passenger.
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3.4. The Change of Walking Speeds Under the Inclining Condition

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the walking speed would decrease when a passenger walks in an
inclining passage. In fact, the walking speed also depends on the orientation of passengers. As shown
in Figure 14, passenger No. 1 and passenger No. 2 were in the room. Passenger No. 1 faced the port
and passenger No. 2 faced the starboard. Passenger No. 3 and passenger No. 4 were in the corridor.
Passenger No. 3 faced the stern and passenger No. 4 faced the bow.
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When the ship listed to starboard, four passengers moved along the orientation shown in Figure 14.
Then, passengers No. 1 and No. 2 were equivalent to moving in the longitudinally tilted passage and
the speed reduction should be calculated by Equation (2). Since passenger No. 1 faced to the port,
this passenger walked in an uphill passage and the slope angle was positive. Contrary to passenger No.
1, passenger No. 2 walked in a downhill passage and the slope angle was negative. Passengers No. 3
and No. 4 were equivalent to moving in the laterally tilted passage and the speed reduction should
be calculated by Equation (1). When the ship listed to port, passengers No. 3 and No. 4 remained
equivalent to moving in the laterally tilted passage. However, the conditions of passengers No. 1 and
No. 2 were changed. At this time, passenger No. 1 walked in a downhill passage and passenger No. 2
walked in an uphill passage.
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If the ship trimmed by the bow, passengers No. 1 and No. 2 were equivalent to moving in the
laterally tilted passage, where speed reduction would be calculated by Equation (1). Passengers No. 3
and No. 4 were equivalent to moving in the longitudinally tilted passage, where speed reduction
would be calculated by Equation (2). Passenger No. 3 walked in an uphill passage and passenger No. 4
walked in a downhill passage. If the ship trimmed by the stern, passengers No. 1 and No. 2 would
remain equivalent to moving in the laterally tilted passage. However, the conditions of passengers
No. 3 and No. 4 were contrary to the condition of the ship trimmed by the bow; passenger No. 3
walked in a downhill passage and passenger No. 4 walked in an uphill passage.

From the above analysis, it can be found that the speed change of the passenger is related to the
floating condition of the ship and the orientation of the passenger.

3.5. The Transferring Rule

The movement of passengers is decided by the states of neighboring grids and passengers will
transfer to the grid which has the maximum transferring probability. The transferring probability can
be defined as follows:

PRi = fb(α
Fl

i∑
i∈JN

Fl
i

+ β
Fm

i∑
i∈JN

Fm
i
+ γ

Fr
i∑

i∈JN

Fr
i
), (10)

where PRi is the probability of passengers transfer to the grid Ci in the next step. If the grid Ci is
occupied by a wall, obstacle, or other passengers, fb would be 0. If the grid Ci is empty, fb would be 1.
JN is the set of neighborhood grids.

∑
i∈JN

Fl
i,

∑
i∈JN

Fm
i and

∑
i∈JN

Fr
i are represented sums of three factors of

neighborhood grids and α, β, and γ are the weights of the three factors, respectively.
The target grid that the passenger will transfer to in the next step can be determined by the value

of PRi. When PRi is less than or equal to 0, the passenger will stay still.
In the process of evacuation, passengers first compare the maximum value of PRi for four

orientations in the neighborhood grids. If the value of PRi in the current orientation is smaller than
other orientations, passengers will turn to the orientation in which value of PRi is the largest. If the
value of PRi in the current orientation is the largest, passengers will move forward.
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The ways of updating states of passengers include sequential update, random update,
and simultaneous update. Sequential update requires that all passengers be numbered first and
then states of them be updated in order. In random mode, the passenger is selected randomly for
updating from those whose states are not updated yet until the states of all passengers are updated.
Simultaneous updating used in this paper means the update of states of all passengers was made at the
same time. Since simultaneous update conforms to the parallel update rule, conflict occurs when several
passengers compete for one position. In that case, passengers are randomly selected for that position
from the competitors by the system and the rest will stay where they are. It is assumed that all passengers
respond instantaneously to emergencies in the simulation and all passengers move synchronously at the
beginning of evacuation. The main process of evacuation simulation is shown in Figure 15.
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4. Simulation and Results

In this section, the evacuation process under the upright and inclining condition is simulated by
the multi-grid model. The evacuation scenario is set as described in Section 2. A total of 494 passengers
were assigned according to the IMO Guidelines, as shown in Figure 16. Initial positions of passengers
were assigned randomly and two passengers were randomly assigned to each cabin.
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4.1. The Evacuation Simulation Under the Upright Condition

Figure 17 shows the evacuation simulation process of the deck under the upright condition.
Passengers start moving from the initial position of the cabin at the beginning of evacuation.
The evacuation is completed when all passengers arrive in the stairs area.
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Figure 18 shows the changes of passengers’ positions with the evacuation time. L is the coordinate
of the length of the cruise ship and B is the coordinate of the width of the cruise ship. The vertical
coordinate is the evacuation time and positions of passengers at 0, 10, 20, ···, 100 s are selected to reflect
the moving track of passengers. As can be seen from the figure, all passengers were in cabins positions
at the beginning of evacuation. With the change of time, passengers gradually moved towards entrance
of the stairs. Excepting passengers in the range of length 55,000 mm–105,000 mm, passengers in
other areas were evacuated within 70 s. As can be seen from Figure 17, passengers who had not
completed the evacuation were located in area D6. Four rows of cabins were arranged in area D6 so
there were more passengers in this area at the beginning of the evacuation. Moreover, there was only
one stair on the left side of area D6, while stairs were arranged on both sides in other areas. Therefore,
more passengers and fewer stairs in area D6 which led to a longer evacuation time. It can be known
that the area D6 is the bottleneck of the evacuation.
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Figure 19 shows the accumulative number of evacuated passengers changed with the evacuation
time and that all passengers were evacuated in 107 s. After 50 s, the rate of curve gradually decreased,
which indicated fewer people were evacuated in unit time. It can be seen from Figure 18 that most
passengers had completed the evacuation after 50 s and the remaining passengers were mainly located
in areas D5 and D6. At this time, fewer people entered the stair area in unit time so fewer people were
evacuated per unit time.

Figure 20 shows the maximum and average evacuation time for different categories of passengers.
It can be found that the evacuation time of passengers is basically corresponds with their walking speeds.
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4.2. The Evacuation Simulation Under the Inclining Condition

In order to compare results between two conditions, all initial parameters of simulations under
the inclining condition were consistent with the upright condition.

Figure 21a shows the evacuation simulation result when the cruise ship listed to port. In cases
where heeling angles φ were −5, −10, and −15 degrees, evacuation times were slightly greater than the
evacuation time under the upright condition. However, once φ was −20 degrees, the evacuation time
increased significantly. When the φ was −25 degrees, the evacuation time was 247 s, which is 2.3 times
of the evacuation time under the upright condition. Figure 21b shows the evacuation simulation result
when the cruise ship listed to starboard. There was no obvious difference from the result that listed
to port.

Figure 21c shows the evacuation result when the cruise ship trimmed by the bow. When trim
angles, θ, were less than or equal to 20 degrees, the evacuation time slowly increased with the increase
of angles. However, the evacuation time suddenly increased to 283 s as long as θ was 25 degrees.
Figure 21d shows the evacuation result when the cruise ship trimmed by the stern. In the same absolute
value of θ, the evacuation time in Figure 21d was lesser than Figure 21c.
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From the above analysis in the four conditions, it can be found that the evacuation time suddenly
started to significantly increase if inclined angles exceeded 20 degrees. The evacuation times at
25 degrees were nearly double that at 20 degrees, which showed a high nonlinear change. Moreover,
there was little difference in evacuation time between listing to port and starboard, but the difference
in evacuation time between trimming by the bow and stern was big.

There were two reasons for this phenomenon. The first reason was related to the layout of the
deck. Figure 22 shows the track of passengers under the inclining condition. The red, blue, and green
lines represent uphill, downhill, and laterally tilted passages, respectively. Figure 22a shows the track
of passengers when the cruise ship listed to port. It can be seen that passengers in outside cabins
were in a downhill passage, while passengers in inner cabins were in an uphill passage. When all
passengers walked out of the cabins, they would move in a laterally tilted passage before arriving at
the stairs. At the entrance of the stairs, passengers would turn in the direction of the stairs, whereupon
they were in a laterally tilted passage again. During the whole evacuation process, the slope was
changed with the route and the speed reduction of passengers was different according to the slope
of the passage. The second reason was related to the speed reduction. Figure 23 shows the speed
reduction changed with slope angles; this relationship is obtained by Equations (1) and (2). When slope
angles were less than 15 degrees, lateral and longitudinal speed reduction were changed linearly with
slope angles. Once slope angles exceeded 15 degrees, the ratio of lateral speed reduction began to
increase. After absolute values of slope angles were greater than 20 degrees, the ratio of longitudinal
speed reduction began to increase. Moreover, the decreasing ratio of longitudinal speed reduction was
greater than the decreasing ratio of lateral speed reduction.

Therefore, when inclined angles were less than 20 degrees, the evacuation time was increased
nearly linearly with the angles. As long as inclined angles were 20 degrees, the ratio of time
increased due to the increasing ratio of lateral speed reduction. Once inclined angles were 25 degrees,
the evacuation time increased significantly because the ratio of longitudinal speed reduction increased
substantially. So, there was a highly nonlinear relationship between the evacuation time and inclined
angles. Figure 22b shows the track of passengers when the cruise ship listed to starboard. The slope
in the corridor was the same with the condition of listing to port but in the cabins was the opposite.
As cabins were arranged symmetrically along the transverse direction of the cruise ship, there was
little difference between the two simulation results.

Figure 22c,d show the track of passengers under the condition of trimmed by the bow and
stern. It can be seen that passengers walked a laterally tilted passage when they were in the cabins.
Passengers were in a longitudinally tilted passage if they entered the corridor and they were in an
uphill or downhill passage according to their orientation. Except in area D6, passengers in other
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areas were generally divided into two groups when they walked in the corridor. One group moved
toward the direction of the bow and entered the stairs on the right of the area. The other group moved
toward the direction of the stern and entered the stairs on the left of the area. Compared with other
areas, area D6 had the largest number of passengers and these passengers had to move toward the
direction of the stern and then could arrive at the stairs. When the cruise ship trimmed by the bow,
these passengers were in an uphill passage. On the contrary, these passengers were in a downhill
passage if the cruise ship trimmed by the stern. According to Figure 23, uphill speed reduction was
greater than downhill speed reduction at the same absolute value of the angle. Therefore, the walking
speed of these passengers was slower and more time was needed to complete evacuation when the
cruise ship trimmed by the bow.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, a multi-grid model was used to simulate the evacuation process of cruise ships.
This model can accurately represent the size of the human body and the passage. The orientation
of passengers was added to the model and the rules for passengers’ movement and turning were
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defined. Moreover, the relationship between the passengers’ orientation and the walking speed under
inclining condition was analyzed in detail. By considering the effects of static and dynamic floor fields
on passengers, the transferring probability of passengers moved between grids was established and
passengers would move to the grid which had the maximum transferring probability.

The deck of the cruise ship was taken as the evacuation scenario and four parameters of the
scenario were set according to the IMO guidelines. The evacuation processes of scenarios under upright
and inclining conditions were simulated. Through the analysis of the simulation result in the upright
condition, it was found that area D6 was the bottleneck of the evacuation for this area and needed the
longest time to evacuate passengers. In the inclining condition, the evacuation time was longer than
the upright condition. When the inclined angle was less than or equal to 15 degrees, the evacuation
times were changed nearly linearly with angles in the four conditions. After the inclined angle was
greater than 15 degrees, the evacuation time increased significantly, which showed nonlinear changes.
When the inclined angle was equal to 25 degrees, the evacuation time under trimmed by the bow was
the longest. Through the simulation, the evacuation bottleneck and the changing rules of evacuation
time under the inclining condition were obtained. We hope that this study could provide a reference
for making the evacuation schemes for cruise ships in the future.
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